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klakedwaion
When pecyle talk about their motivations for 4 `: literacy programs,

speak ci w t to be atte to help their children wi homework, read
for . . t, emir finanve, fill nut job acVications, and deal

with other r of daily life. In addition to time spedfic goals, learners often
have a braider agenda: they expect not only their reading and writing skills, but
the rest of their lives, to improve dramatimily.

Such expectations are not zmayi a matter of wishful thhtkinic they are a
part of poplar culture in the United Slates, where many believe that literacy
skills are essential for ecceomic and political participadort, and that dulir absence
is resprmsible, to some degee, for societys problems. The prunotional leaflets

would-be sturtnts significant increases in abilities and sweepingPicraresin
and advertisements of many adult literacy share this view,

their lives, often desipated by terms like "control," "ccutildence" and
"empowennent" But what enables people whose access to the communication
arena has beer limited by their litexacy skills? How is such a phenomenon
experienced? How is it manifested?

This paper offers a preliminary examination of the relationship between
adult literacy programs ancl empowerment. It ask& when pecple seek to
augment their reading and wrift skills, what do they expect b happen?

T
parti_dpation in literacy programs, do they achieve a greater sense of

cohrIV:rver their lives? How is this control observed? How can dm experiences
of adult learners be systematically presented and theoretically understood?

The qualitative data presented here are excerpts fromAlersonal and group
interviews con.lucted in 1989 and 1990; also included, as evidence of the claims
made by providers, are excerpts fran tlw promotional materials of several
national and local literacy agencies. The evidence suggests a correlation between
enablement and the social networks offering reading and writing instruction to
adults; however, it does not allow us to conclude that literacy programs cnate
empowerment.

In studio films like "Stanley and Iris," made-for-TV movies like "Faldng It"
and the press, adult learners are often desaibed tin krgh what cete
student "pitiful stories" - tales of thwarted, disadvantat lives
dramatically altered by_the acquisition of li --wy. But the respondents of this
study do not tell "pitiful stories;" instead, they tlesalbe uses of skills dictated by
com ler habits and lifestyles. Though some literacy agencies encourage student

to tell "pitiful stoles" at budget hearings andother public occasions,
study suggests that the Individuar changes war& by_ participation in

literacy programs are both less dramatic than imageslauzWin popular culture,
and less transformative than the students themselves expect.

11.AuNguathaihraim
Colin Lankshear's observation that discussions of communication

competence generally reflect "the way life has berm, and is behs, constructed
hidtorically within a society (p. 135)" ktftms this literature review. Fcw the
purposes of disco:Won, the term literacy" is used hereht to refer to social
practices based cm texts. While traditional approaches to research
attempt to isolate the developmental effects of reading and skills alone,
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burden of resinicturing an
teaching someone to read will
read goverment fans better.
mostusefulwaytodealwithlowli

society: "It is unrealistic to assume that
that . 4 I 4 ge t off wdfase, find a job, or even

I people to read' may not be the
1).

Al , Iit 8 , i , t 4 il literacy programs, , are not alwaizs included tie
4. Elite standards for canntutdcatkat ..4,.-_, . . - _. , dialectic, evat

among those who would prcenote . - 14 models. .' Brice Heath (1986)
says that studies which htclude dm - 41" -'"I" ' Oflearnere are aitical to research
because therprovide data on the k .... - of types of sodal and cultural
envircmnuants Utat fadlitate or restrict 1 develoment of factors such as talk
about language and Institutional supports for literacy (p. 227)."

Learners accounts can also contribute to the development of new
measures of textual Traditimull methods for ' 1 4 ' : and measuring
human interactions ., - on the written word are often A 4 - 84 1. n the view d
literacy as a set of "netdralei easily quantifiable skilltcL Bramit and Vannomi
(1988) argue that such tests deny lite edstence of cultural .1 ; -: - , --, and are
biased in favor of social elites. It is hoped that the comments of adult learners
presented here may =tribute to new ways of looking at literate practice and its
effects.

it is adult leant= who can best describe what, if anything, they
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III. Methodology

The promotional materials cited here as evidence of popular views of
literacy were -t --. - frail local and national adult literacy programs and

:- ; . The qualitative data of the study _wines two series of
&rst:14:1itetia,lalThe fitst sessions, which took place in 1Miexplored how 13 miult

their participation in li , -_, , . . :, ents. The second sesskes, =ducted:Ft:111990
learners defined li, - and asked what ' elpected to experience

with five focus groups and .1- . ,. asked adult learners to describe their
own accepts aT empowernustt and seh , _ , , . tkm, and focused at whether
these concepts related to their experiences in liter:lawn:am& All sessions
involved ts in adult lift=y the city of

were =ducted wilitgarerairnission of . - "s administrators
and through the voluntary, uncompensateci participation of ) respondents.

The six agencies participating in this study all offered pedagogies
aimed at 4". ": the student's scholastic skills; all contained, in curricula and

s some form of implied or t ideology capable d
ffialuettitallt individ 's seN-consdountess; and I involved supportive
personal =tads which may promote communication behavior in social
relationships. Thrther, these three types of behavior may improve the learner's
communication oampetence, and may lead to a sense of empowerment. This
hypothetical ptocess is illustrated in Ute model following.

PedagollY
Ski&

Improved
Ideology Comiountess Communication Empowerment

Competence
Relationships

Sodalization

5



This study is limited in that short-tem% observation is lot suited to
distingtdshing between existing behaviors and new ones. Tim crosssectionalt. hare are intended to serve u tests of the utility of thed _ theoretical concept% not . 11t, re of them. The aims and mechanisms
of the am* Imre made explicit to I ) "I ) and 11. ) to reflect their
aitkhans and creative suggestkms, bu wee still controlled by theauthor. , . was eating), selfselected, and _ effects described entirely
self-reported. _ . _ may have been infiuenced by soda intent:1km between
the researdter achdt learners, and between leamas and literacy
administrators, whose . " 4 . 1.1 was manifested in stmte=itnions.
It slmuld also be noted . this study not make claims about the
effectiveness of adult literacy program in general or in spedfic.

IV. Findings - Great Expectations

In order to attract funding and the student populations they ruled in order
to survive, adult learning proams seek to influence public attitudes about the
need for their services and the beneficial effects of learning to read and write.
The brochures, wess kits and other materials cited bekowuse two approaches to
influence adult learners, volunteers and donors they offer of_ pamial and
social change, stemming from new levels ci . and wri I aMty, ca. they
predict a looming dystopia where literacy is the . . against rampant
unemployment, drug use, and violence in the streets. :I e Ilwerment is presented
eithefas tile positive ability to advance oneself in society or the negative ability
to protect orvzself from harm.

While these written messages may not be consumed dirft* by illiterate
populations, they contribute to a cultmd climate of opinkm in which reading
and writing are seen to be forces which give people power over their own
destinies. As such, they provide evidence for asserting that ;4 ar culture
associates wym and literacy. Some participants in .. study said they
had been urged to lawn b read by family members who had seen such
advertisements or other promotional zn..terials; others had sane reading ability
and had read such items themselves.

In Philadelphia, the Mayor's Commission on Literacy prondses that
literacy turks will help "unemployed, underemployed, career displaced and
new residenb..31W the mainstream of our City and the quality of their
lives." A brodmre directed at cmporate citizens claims a learning proam
based at the wmkplace will convert the "Mapped human resource" of non-
reading employees into "a Ingshisibm human resource" (emphasis in brochure).

One of the literacy providers in the dty, The Center kw Literacy,
assures . that _ II to read and write changes lives. Reading _adults
can ; . hold productive . enjoy books and newspapers, and help their
children learn. Readers . - te in conummity activities, and feel more self-
confident and ; ; 11111 newsletters satisfied students
and enthislastic Maas, one of ... preaches, 13y to read and write,

. can become full memben of our democracy. They gain a fair share of the
6 tl_ me. that you and I take for granted." A student gushes, "I feel like a

Vara into a little flower.°

4



A twochure from the Germantown Women's Education Project tells
students it offms "education to help YOU take mcae contml of your

r"nitnialitsannual rept" the agency states, "our philosophy is that edwation can
truly effect sochil - t , t whist it is carded tm in a community in width every

11 7-'1 `* involved s e It- I in --t. , t: .. 4 1 our educational goals." A
ure from Women's bitIt 4 of West I - .-- plda says that its goal islo

empower women by providing a supportive envirmment for women of all ages,
races, dasses and semi- orienfation:- to learn new skills, to meet other womm, to
gain self-conikkowe, to umlerstand more about ourselves, to create self-respect."

visions are also , in the literature disseminated
mgramprNumbers Are ," warns tlw literature of the

Program of the Metmpolitan PhiladelpMa Family of YMCAs.
"Over 2:10 s area adults camut read tn. write... The written wtrd means
nothing _to them. Ifs diffiadt to believe that such a senseless waste of human
potential actually edsts zight here in our community; yet, it does." The agency
solicits volunteer tutors by prcunk;thg then nothittg less than a role in staving off
the total collapse of society. "Each year that goes by, reading skills continue to
decline while the Mt for literacy keep " the brodune warns. "By the
year 2000, the amapperson with three could find that two of
them are a,nslderedilliterate. Before that America comes to be, you can stop it."

Nationall
public's expects
are seen in
released

It=zain less

lions.

disseminated materials are also influential in framiqs the
of empowerment through literacy. Some of these materials

media (TV commercials and movies such as the recently
and Iris," in which a man's life is radicall y transformed by

a year), while others are circulated by libraries and volunteer

5

First Lady Barbara Bush has adopted literacy as a cause celebre, and her
Foundation for Family Literacy produces large amounts of &astute, most ci it
of the alarmist view that literacy staves off anarchy. The nation's literacy needs
are "sudcknly so varied and pervasive, so vast and severe," that fiWut_ve
become a "very real threat to the nation's econonic future and the Anwi- can way
of life," ow brochure reads. Mrs. Bush shares he. convictions that "most of our
nation's serious social, economic, and political prottems are linked to the
difficul that too many Americans have in reaciing, writing, _computing and
cmn it -a e-1.7 ti (literacy is) a critical set of tools that can help solve these

. a person must be literate in order to participate and =tribute fully
&rnctr soaety."

The literature uced by Push Literacy Action Noe, an "."." based in
Washington, - a modest descriptkm of the program's t t Ws. But
the pogrom's T4Nrts bear a powerful symbolic message a denched fist
du a pendl, rising from an open book, #I,' the motto, "with literacy
and 1, for all." The raised fist is a symbcd of t Ctaritcy used since the 1960s.
the motto, "with literacy and - t for all," paraphrases a line from the Fledge of

that every "'") '4 memorizes. The advertising brodwre urges, "If
in the connections between literacy and other issues of power in our

socksty, say it out loud with this T-shirti"

These kcal and national m=es . that notions of ernposvernvint; on the wt of
adulthunteanterlitelciaatirter, the telongscifto a fairly :commPectimesetof assuMptions



amtained within a law framework of cultural attitudes aboutabto=actices.

=argrduced literticrovidenrIent and spedfkally at the population
tqi V/ others have

studied hes

"Minding - The Learners Speak

Most of tlw 25 adult karma individually interviewed said they believed
that reading and mme contrcd over their dail
lives. The that - to suppot this

InTattdree avenues of communication behavkat reading and writing

°an
individuars " )tical awareness of hoself or Itiniself in

to drelation u, larger sodety ( i ; and personal sodal contacts
(relaticaships). Learners' accounts offoed evidence that development in these
avenues of communication behavior is experienced as empowermou.

In the 1989 interviews, 13 beginning adult learners shared their views of
reading and writing in society and also described what they expected to achieve
in literacy pograms. (Selected - from these interviews below.

t indiorvidorhaet). factThe: n,otwItletbheer14 4.1

based ontmsonal
Instead, the . .

- lions for reading and writing skills.
aspects d= seeming to view it

primarily as a strategy fo. sodal acceptance and

Some of these messages are a part of air "Ideologyof

who can read, it make than better socialized. If they have a
education thej can better adjust to the public, if they don't

ve a gift of gab. The more education you have, the more money
you tem

Reading is good. If you say all you business out then people be
getting all in your business. With reading, you don't have to say
nothing. This give you the thinldng cap fight here.

Several people couddered themselves fully able despite testing at low
=levels; although they admitted to a lack of literacy skills, they desaibed
ves as possessed of other means to "pick up" all the information they

needed for daW life.

I had what you call mother wit. That's something born with,
when you eadly pick what's :4. , on. I had a of experience
from being from a coma like I was
when I was eillt I. What you call street-ed that the
most II 41 the world. If you dcet have no experience,
you dicjAtanoutr

If a person can't read, their memory is better because they have to
keep more things in their mind.

6
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Some people just gifted. limy can pick up things by watching
people. I watch how they move, how they speak and all;
ind-I pick up stuff emsr I

Despite these expressions of peopk fmm this :a had dramittv
expectaticats of the perscatal tr . t it they expected
reading and writing skills. Several anticipated economic success or
careers as a dizect result of a few months of participation in literacy programs.

The way I want to be living my life, I want to see me living
downtown who* you buy the houses with marNe floors.1 want
my daughters in college, nice clothes on their bodies. I want a good
life. l'hat's why I'm here.

I want to be a sodal wakes, and to exlaIiththgstpeople,ifI
understand it by reading articles and t thinp they don't
understand.

I'm hoping to prove myself to my family and nlysdf. I need
something to make myself feel all these years didn't get wasted. I'm
not going to be in the ghettoes forever. rmgonebeabletohavea
house someday, feel good about myself.

These exploratory interviews suggested that beginning adult learners,
with little or no experience of the to Ikeda= d reading and-writing, see these
skills as a p -mmtui talisman of w status. Litemcy, to them, is Ommily a tool
for social and economic empowerment it enhances sodal participation and
makes more lucrative employment possiNe. None d the adults th this goup
expressed a view of literacy as a means of achieving personal consd,ousness or
enabling political action.

Conducted in 1990, five focus group discussions were used to serve as a
conceptual foundation for exploring the relationship between adult literacy

and Participants tended to be active, outspoken
sPt=rwho were curious about the subject of the research question and
comfortaNe talking about themselves to an outsider. Their descriptions d
enablement, self-determination, and powerielated concepts (solicited by the
researcher) varksd widely, nom "leerzzing how to handle me's prolgems," to "a

of coming out and not being afraid." One student's broad description d
'4 II sense of having contral over your life met with general approval and

- w the seccutd ankle* working deflnitkon of empowerment.

Also in 1990, 12 individual hzterviews were held with expezienced adult
learners or graduates of literacy plogrants. Most of these speakers credited

It with leading then to changes in behavior or transformative
. . . experiences, such as the growth of seffesteen, the conquering of

shyness, or the satisfaction of a task ccunpleted.



In my lifedme it was so many things that I was asked to do and rd
know I couldn't haulle it and I'd back off. I would always make an
excuse,rather than say I couldn't read well. It was always coming
at me, do this and do the and do the other, and I knowl have a
handicap so I just back off. But now since I been in this program I
can do much mote. And I do.

The fact that you faced the challenge and you did it, you didn't shy
away from it, makes you so mudt stronger. You nt*t want to do
something you never apmd beim, I guess you never knew
you were smart en

Some participants felt that reading, writing and math wen nemsary basic
life skills; the motive for their acquisition was survival, not the hope of
transformation. Others found cal benefits such as inaeased self-
esteem in the pursuit of these

It's hard in this world. You have to go to school to get your
education, or if you don't, you'll be a street person.

I'm very easy to catch on, all the signs and khad seen and
read, I know diem sight. But it was very difficult to put it down

oztga
per. I do pl and electrkal work and carpentry work.
Ming out forms is very needed, and how to reaci a ruler. So it

was all impcatant that I was able to do this.

I feel like, when I learn math and reading, that I have more control
over myself. It's not like I've never learmd this kind of math before.
But it's going back and learnhag the basics over again. And now I
have more =awl in math, I have more confidetce.

It makes you feel good about yourself. You can never create too
much knowledge, never. Your whole life you're always in a
learning process.

The interview subjects were critically aware of many issues relating to
Fogams, such as sodal =texts of litegwy; smooches to

le=ecpectationig and power relationships within programs. Shidents noted
the htter-agency competition for attention and funding one =Veined that
literacy programs often choose learners they can portray as victims Must

representatives to regional literacy conferences or national and local
evetts.

1 0
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The one that usually wins is the mot Vitiful stay. love
that. It gets money for progams. The woman4 I el, oh, she had been on drugs and everything, she

was froxn a I town, a real pitiful story. In a way irs bad, in a
waagisl not W, because it's all for one making literacy,

people bm* out dwre, the realllfe, we call it.

Other parti ts debated the relative value of literacy in a sodety troubled by
numerous 9 9 problems, stressing the need for comprehension and judgment
as well as skills.

Just rimand writing, that's not encalgh. As we often see, people
sometimes dm't use what they have to any advantage. Like the
drug people, the people on drugs, some of those people are well
educated. So it's rust always whether they can reatl. You should be
able to deal with discernment, have the ability to reason things for
yourself and not have other people control you.

Students aiticped the instructional methods used by their programs. One
pointed out that students often have unrealistic expectations oIthe time it will
take them to achieve their goals, and felt that program staff should ccunteract
such inflated hopes.

Some p get inted because they think they're gdn, to
get their GED in no . And it doesn't happen that way.lt takes
years and years to go to high school and get a certain grade, and
you're not going to get it in a year, you're not going to get it in two
years. It's an ongoing thing.

Students adatowlediged the importance of the social aspects of literacy
programs; they desaibed friendships with teachers or tutors, a sense of
affirmation from getdng together with other students, and new confidence in
speaking to strangers.

I'm doing something I never thought I would ever do. I've always
been involved in neighborhood work, I was always involved in
school work with the PTA, 'cause I'm sort of a joiner, I like people.
But I never thouight that I would be teething and taking on-all the
responsibility of (a community education) Foject.

Being able to start to understand differently and be able to
feel like I can express myself a little 9 better, I took it one step
further with the (cable) company. I called and I said, look, this is
mons, I have all my mail here to prove you're wsuwhat
you're saying to me. I don't think I would have done thathdore, I
don't thifik I-would have had the nerve.

1 1
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To some, the literacy program seemed to as strcatg a perstutal identity as
that derlved by many le from their CTfanIIIIe&SeeingthIJPJVQSaS
students or as members a learning program gave these students a sense of
beloneng

I wasn't working at the time and when I got involved in the
=I was practically there all the time. I really had nowhere

was like :4 smnewhere that people were helping me,
they were like a 141 of friends.

I come out because I don't have anythin else to do. I'm always in
somebody's classroom, it's hard to stay imw. This summer ThW a
dass_ht my home week for I had tutoring __class. I'm
not dat*14. them I mean, I want company, to tell you the
truth.

Overall, most s 16" ts discussed empowerment as an individual
rather than collective - awe, and as a personal rather than social
phenanenon. Some - that their participation in literacz programs was
giving them a "growing sense a more control over their lives.

Before I joined I was just a housewife, I didn't care about nothing
else. And I never thought that was bad, that was just the way I
wanted to be. Now I see, My, I can be something if I really put
myself to ft. I'm doing this and it's not takingme as long as I
thou& it would. I feel special now, or better. I stuck it out finally,
and it's getting me somewheres too.

Others felt that no change had occurred in their lives as a result of the
involvement After graduation, one said,

Life watt on about the same as usual. I moved into middle
t after I graduated, at the pharmacy - I'm apharmacy

I manage a stay - but I don't really think it had
anything to do with my education. I would have done it anyway.

itA13431111

No matter at what levels they may "test," Francis E. Kazentek notes (1988),
most adults raised in the United States have attended school and have
been exposed to reading and writing Jfl .0° 4)1 honte and social
life, culture and = teach and reinforce certain kinds of

-)410t involving the use Thus, adult learnthg programs cannot be
considered a dynamic first cposure to the world of writ that -communication, but
should be seen as a set of social structures centered around personal and social
literate practices. These structures, Kazemek asserts, may be empowering when
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emcdling in a learning program. The sttulents wiu) had beame towbars,
speakers for literacy pmgrams, or bidets d student groups, all spoke of a past
propensity to take part in group activities. These peoplewere more likely to look

literacy skills as strategies ice. solving - in their daily lives, and to
contacb with othem as a way of " their needs. They also touted to

be more vocal abcatt the reladonship between self-determination and literacy,
and to encourage others to pertidpate in adult learning programs.

EsSandnigas
The adults interviewed Imre believed that involvement with literacy

=Pwas transforming tImem and increasing their control over their own
t& accounts die: evidence . .1 . the model that the

comnumicaticet behavior components - are associated with
the experience of empowerment. Someofil= w1u) here attribute
this power to the skills of readipg and wrilimsame said had
new awareness of dwir own potential; others aftd the ossomingdeveigneedw
cooperative relaticaships as a source of strength.

This study is not structured to support a claim that partidpation in adult
literacy programs creates empowerment. By the dme some adults decide to enter
a literacy program, their desire for self-determination is already strong. Perhaps
the kinds of enablement they describe here - and writing
skills, increased awareness and new social rela ps t also be
stimulated by a social dub, a neighborhood committee, ar a political
campaign. . tlesareoutsldethescopeofthlsstudy,buttheydo
suggest that l learners' accounts support an inference of a ccerelation
between empowerment and adult literacy programs, such self:reports do not
suort conclusions of causality. Indeed, empowerment may facilitate
participation in literacy programs, rather than the reverse.

However, the study does lend support to notions of correlation between
adult learning programs and empowerment, and suggests that analysis of the
literate and sodal practices of these institutions maybe fruitfraly pursuedin a
communication context. Respondents' descriptions of enablement associated
with literacy in several Philadelphia programs may illuminate future studies of
communication competence.
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